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Free public education is the great leveler in a democratic society and
is being attacked in many ways, but it boils down to follow the money.
Anti-union full page newspaper ads are being paid for by the Center
for Union Facts which is an anti-union group financed by a group of
anti-union corporations. Some of the very people who are pushing test
scores as means of teacher evaluation are ignoring the fact that the highest rated countries in the world and highest rated states in the US have
the strongest teacher unions.
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The Vergara decision in California which ended “teacher tenure” really ended teacher due
process. The case is being appealed and will continue to be appealed for a very long time.
The theory behind the case is that low test scores are caused by bad teachers. Get rid of the
bad teachers, replace them with average teachers, and all students will get high test scores.
Thus--this became the judicial interpretation of “No Child Left Behind”-- that is, through
testing and accountability, or eliminating tenure -- and every single child in America will
be proficient by 2014. The court was also using the premise behind Race to the Top, that
using test scores to evaluate teachers will make it possible to weed out “bad teachers,”
recruit and reward top teachers, and test scores will rise to the top.
Acceptance of this theory then means that tenure or due process for teachers slows down
the process and becomes a “civil rights issues”--a matter of urgency to eliminate tenure
and any other legal protection for teachers, leaving principals free to fire them promptly,
without delay or hindrance.
No student will gain anything as a result of this decision. Millions more dollars will be
spent to litigate the issues in California and elsewhere. The poorest, neediest students
will still be in schools that lack the resources to meet their needs. In buildings that need
to be repaired, in classrooms with too many students, and in programs that have been cut
so they have no arts, nurses, or counselors…sometimes cut so there are no libraries or
sports. If their principals fire their teachers, there is no long line of superb teachers waiting
for a chance to teach in inner-city schools. They might find some corporate “Teach for
America” volunteer.

Local Happenings

The Vergara decision is just another example of the blame strategy of the privatization
movement. Instead of acknowledging that test scores are highly correlated with family
income, they prefer to blame teachers and public education. If the interests of the students
were priority, the case would have been asking for school and program improvements and
services for the students in the district.
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A researcher who traced the money for the legal team revealed the team was paid by the
corporations pushing test score materials and voucher schools. A school board member
who represents the district said that the case was financed by a Silicon Valley millionaire

who had ties to “The wealthiest of self-styled reformers–Eli Broad,
Reed Hastings, Michael Bloomberg, and Michelle Rhee’s followers– who had put in over $4-million to try and take over the L.A.
Board of Education.”
And in Florida, Scott signs SB 850 voucher bill providing public tax
dollars for children to go to private schools, including religious ones.
Public schools face a strict accountability regimen that includes frequent testing, school grades and punitive actions for not meeting
state mandates,” taxpayer dollars flowing to voucher schools require
very little accountability and can in no way be compared to what is
required for public schools.”
What is happening in every school in the US right now? during the
summer halls are being filled full of materials—millions to billions
of $ worth of materials to push for high test scores from Pearson and
Scott Foresman! This is happening at the same time we are being
told there is no money for teachers or schools and other needs in the
school system.

ERA Continues & Lobbying Advice to Influence Legislators When Not in Session
The following Question #15 is a continuation of the information I’ve been sharing with you from
the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION
ERA Task Force, March 2013. I will continue to share these Q & A’s over the next few months.
Following Question #15, read the lobbying advice and see how you can remain active while the
legislators aren’t in session.
15. Would the ERA adversely affect existing benefits and protections that women now receive (e.g., alimony, child
custody, Social Security payments, etc.)?
Most family law is written, administered, and adjudicated at the state level. Court decisions in states with ERAs show
that the benefits that opponents claim women would lose are not in fact unconstitutional if they are provided in a sexneutral manner based on function rather than on stereotyped sex roles. That same principle would apply to laws and
benefits (e.g., Social Security) at the federal level.
Legislators would have two years after the federal ERA is ratified to amend sex-based classifications in any laws that
might be vulnerable to challenge as unconstitutional. Those laws can be brought into conformity with the ERA by
substituting sex-neutral categories (e.g., “primary caregiver” instead of “mother”) to achieve their objectives. Courts
have for many years been moving in the direction of sex-neutral standards in family court decisions, and legislatures
have been writing laws with more attention to sex-neutral language and intent. It is unlikely that the ERA would have
a disruptive impact on those trends.
To increase our influence on legislators, we must remain active by communicating with our local legislators when the
legislative session is out. Read and use the following tips based on legislators’ input. Note what it says about form
emails.
Lobbying Advice – from Kevin Cate by Dave Berman, Florida Today

Tallahassee-based political consultant Kevin Cate just released results of his latest annual survey of aides to
Florida legislators. And his take-away message for people pushing for legislation is talk directly to legislators,
rather than sending them a form email.
“Just show up,” Cate said. “If 20 people show up at a committee meeting, it’s considered a groundswell of support.” Cate said “one person in Tallahassee with a compelling story” often is enough to get a legislator to listen.
Among the findings of his survey that had participation by 82 legislative aides:
•

Lawmakers are most likely to be influenced by personal visits, lobbyist visits and personal phone calls.

•

They are least likely to be influenced by automated “robocalls,” form emails
and form letters.

•

They are most likely to get their news from print local newspapers and local
newspaper websites, as well as the state political news aggregation service
Sayfie Review.

•

There are more likely to get news from Twitter posts by reporters, compared
with Facebook posts by reporters.

•

But they are more likely to communicate to constituents and get input from
constituents using Facebook, rather than Twitter.

•

Legislators generally have a social media presence, but only 30 percent
always post their own social media items, 32 percent do it “sometimes” and 38 percent “rarely or never”
operate their own social media.

Cate is founder of Kevin Cate Communications, which works on behalf companies, nonprofits and Democratic
candidates.
Let me know when you book your legislative meetings locally so you share the results of your meetings and other
contacts with us.

The SBDWC float in the Honor
America Parade in downtown
Melbourne on the 4th of July was
a major hit. Thanks for that float
go out to Jodi James, David McKinney, Justice James, Bob Hopkins and Patty Farley!
A great group of members showed
up to ride and walk in the parade
giving us great representation. A
great group showed up later to enjoy some great food at Madeline’s
home, too! Thank you to all who
participated.

The State Executive Board held the quarterly
meeting at the Hilton in Ocala July 11 and 12
and managed to perform a great deal by working until 11:00 pm on a Strategic Planning session. We are led by some great and dedicated
members!
It was announced at the meeting that Milly
Krause would be the new State Legislative
Chair and that Patty Farley would be the new
State Labor Chair. It was also announced that
Region VI would be doing the Convention in
2015.

Fair Districts not really Fair at all!
Florida Judge Terry P. Lewis of Florida’s Second Judicial Circuit ruled late
Thursday that Republicans illegally redrew the state’s congressional districts,
saying they “made a mockery” of an amendment meant to inject fairness into a
process that has long been politically tainted.
The judge ordered that two districts be redrawn — one,
the 10th District, now held by Representative Daniel
Webster, a Republican, and the other, the Fifth District,
held by Representative Corrine Brown, a Democrat. In
redrawing them, neighboring districts are also likely to
be affected. The ruling, issued less than two months
before Florida’s primary, is unlikely to affect this year’s
elections. But if it stands it could have broad implications
for the 2016 elections. Ballots have already been made
for many of this year’s elections and shipped to military.
Judge Lewis delivered a very critical statement on the
redistricting process and the Republican establishment,
which included comments that Republican operatives had
managed to “infiltrate and influence” the Florida Legislature.

Having Bill Clinton as the Keynote Speaker brought in
the Democrats at the Florida Leadership Blue Conference and Gala. It was a huge success for state chair
Allison Tant as records were broken in many ways:
They raised $1.1 million, which was an all time record.
This was 29% more than last year.
There was 1,656 attendees seated at 141 Tables. (all time
record)
The Social media also reached all time records with 1056
Tweets, 7166 Facebook stories and 682 favorites and
mentions which reached 3.9 million by social media….
That’s more people than Hillsborough, Orange, and Palm
Beach counties combined!
Several Resolutions and positions were determined at the
Conference: Florida Democrats voted to
•

Support Amendment 1 : The Land and water Conservation Amendment

•

Support Amendment 2: Medical Marijuana, and

•

Oppose Amendment 3: The Court Packing Scheme

A Resolution was passed In favor of supporting and protecting voting rights.
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According to a new report from BP, the earth will run out of oil in 53 years. Luckily, thanks to
BP, the ocean will still have plenty.” –Seth Meyers
“Yesterday Toronto Mayor Rob Ford attended his first city council meeting since he got back
from rehab. He said, ‘It’s great to be back, but man, these things are boring when you’re sober.’” –Jimmy Fallon
“Rob Ford attended his first city council meeting. But it got weird when he said, ‘Hello, Toronto City Council!’
And they said, ‘This is Buffalo, sir . . . And you have to put a shirt on.’” –Jimmy Fallon
“Congrats to Joey Chestnut. On Friday he won the Fourth of July Nathan’s Hot Dog Eating Contest by eating 61
hot dogs in 10 minutes. Another guy said, ‘But I ate a hundred!’ Then the judges said, ‘You have to wait until we
say ‘Go!’, Governor Christie.’” –Jimmy Fallon
“House Speaker John Boehner is threatening to sue President Obama for using executive actions to create laws,
instead of going through Congress first. Then Obama shrugged and made a new law that you can’t sue the president.” –Jimmy Fallon
“That’s 61 hot dogs in 12 minutes, or as New Jersey Governor Chris Christie calls it – a snack.” –David Letterman
“The U.S. soccer team was eliminated from the World Cup competition, but they gave it a pretty good run. But
the problem now is we have to find something else to pretend to care about.” –David Letterman
“A Canadian woman was arrested for having an open container of liquor while driving Toronto Mayor Rob Ford’s
SUV. Although when Rob Ford’s in the car, anyone not smoking crack is legally considered a designated driver.”
–Seth Meyers
“Last night Hillary Clinton said she won’t support legalizing recreational marijuana until we see how it goes in
Colorado. Officials in Colorado couldn’t respond because they were too busy swimming in a pool of money.” –
Jimmy Fallon
“Crack-smoking mayor of Toronto Rob Ford is returning to Canada. He’s been in the United States in rehab. He’s
going back to Canada. He traded himself for five Taliban prisoners.” –David Letterman
“Rob Ford is running for re-election. He’s got a very catchy campaign slogan. You’ll see it on bumper stickers all
over Canada: ‘The crack stops here.’” –David Letterman
“Over the weekend Afghanistan held its presidential election run-off. The way it works is everyone runs off, and
whoever’s slowest has to be president of Afghanistan.” –Seth Meyers
Today at the World Cup, Mexico and Brazil ended in a 0-0 tie. Fun fact: Both teams were ordered by their coaches
to abstain from sex. In other words, these guys can’t score on or off the field.” –Conan O’Brien
“Protesters at the World Cup got into trouble for burning American flags. It’s a shame because children in China
worked very hard to make those flags.” –Conan O’Brien
Soccer is one of those things that the rest of the world cares more about than we do – you know, like healthcare,
education, gun control.” –David Letterman

We have some events coming up you will not want to miss:

“Fashion is the Armor of the American Shero” is the theme of this year’s

Fashion show. Between the models who will be showing us the current fashions from
“Cottonways” we will be graced with short guest appearances from famous women
Sheros as we acknowledge women’s history and Equality Day during the month of
August. Planned Performances include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sojourner Truth by Lou Simpson
Elizabeth Cady Stanton by Cathy Stanton
Alice Paul by Terry Sanders
Mother Jones by Patty Farley
Shirley Chisholm by Bea Gillespie
Sonia Sotomayor by Denise Gore

Crowne Plaza is the venue. Time is 11:30 August 9th.
Tickets for this event are $30 and can be purchased by calling 321-773-2949

Scheduled Events
Next Meeting
Fashion Show/
Sheros
Crowne Plaze
August 9th
11:30
$30

The Cookbook is here!! We all
agreed that this would be our annual
fundraiser this year. We need for every member to be involved and not
only buy a book, but sell at least 5 more
cookbooks in order to have a very successful fundraiser. Please plan on using this book as gifts for your friends
and family and selling copies to others. You will not be disappointed in the
book. There are recipes included that
are priceless! The cookbook is getting
great press coverage in local newspapers, too.
Copies sell for $20. Call 321-773-2949
to reserve yours now.

Region News:
By now you should have heard that Region VI
will be doing the DWC State Convention in
2015. There are more guidelines to follow from
the state now compared to when we had the last
convention here in Region VI.
Each club will have responsibilities in order to
carry out this undertaking. To discover more,
plan on attending our next Region meeting.
Details are forthcoming and will be emailed to
the group as soon as the time and date can be
confirmed.

Janie Holman
Geraldine Kapushy
Jodi James
Cathy Stanton
Madeline Farley
Alan Jotkoff
Pat Jotkoff
Laura Fausone
Joe Pishgar
Eileen Manning
Bea Gillespie
Maggie Gula
Leonia Francis
Artney Turner
Jackolyn Lombardo
Vicki Impoco
Molly Tasker
Shannon Roberts
Bessie Barnes
Terry Sanders
Seeta Begui
Milly Krause
Dan Sorkowitz
Jen Sorkowitz

Our sincere Thoughts and Prayers
are extended to all the US troops
stationed in Afghanistan, around
the world and also to their families
everywhere.
We pray for the safe return of the
troops, a speedy end to the war and
the wisdom of our leaders to guide
us in this conflict.

Become an SBDWC Booster

Your ad will appear in the newsletter as well as in
the archive at http://sbdwcnewsletter.com where
thousands can view it. A link included in your ad
will be “clickable” so as to send greater traffic to
your site.
Help us find Boosters to cover the costs of printing
our newsletter. Cost for a one line listing is $20
for 6 months or $35 for a year. Cost for a two line
listing is $30 for 6 months or $45 for a year, additional lines extra.
Contact pfarley_101@hotmail.com

You can find archived PDF copies of
these our newsletters at
www.sbdwcnewsletter.com/

